FORMAT
The Evoneers’ Journey can be adapted to
different timescales to fit your unique context – it
can be anything from a 5 day intensive or a set of
weekend trainings to a two year process.
The international Evoneers’ Journey facilitation
team is made up of social entrepreneurs,
academics, transition and local development
experts, educators and members of sustainable
communities and transition networks from across
Europe. It reflects the roots of the Evoneers’
Journey, which was developed through the EU’s
Erasmus+ funded project Social Innovation for
Resilient Communities – SIRCle.
For more information about SIRCle, the Evoneers’
Journey, our partner organisations and the
facilitators, please visit www.sircle-project.eu.

The Evoneers’ Journey has been developed and tested
within the SIRCle project (Social Innovation for Resilient
Communities) with the support of the EU
ERASMUS + Programme.
Eight partners from six countries contributed

Contact
Find Evoneers’ Journey facilitators and trainings
across Europe at www.sircle-project.eu
Or write to us directly:
Austria
Martin Kirchner (info@pioneersofchange.at)
Belgium
Patrizia Brandellero (pbr@aeidl.eu)
Portugal
Filipa Santos (sircleportugal@gmail.com)
Romania
Claudian Dobos (claudian@intranzitie.org)
Spain
Jorge Navacerrada (facilitacion@altekio.es)
UK
Anna Kovasna (anna.kovasna@ecovillage.org)

Engaging social innovators
f o r r e s i l i e n t c o m m u n i ti e s

SIRCle is a strategic partnership project funded by :

The nine
stepping stones

Facing the Dark Night

• Learning methods for turning personal
experience, purpose and care for the world into a
social enterprise designed to benefit both people
and planet?

Answering the call

Manifesting the New

• Basing your project design on sustainable
principles, and implementing and maintaining it in
a sustainable way?

Connecting to your purpose
Finding inspiration and new ideas

The Evoneers’ Journey
Are you interested in …

Igniting the ﬁre

• Exploring a model of change and regeneration
that supports personal and collective resilience
and creativity in innovative ways?
• Contributing to a thriving social economy where
value is sustainably created and equitably shared?
... then the Evoneers’ Journey is for you!

Crossing the threshold
Drawing the map

Reﬁning ideas
Creating ﬁrst design of your venture

Integrating shadows

Facing fears, internal obstacles
and failures Renewing resilience
and commitment

Opening to the Unexpected
Sensing new opportunities
Applying marketing tools to achieve
your vision

Maturing on the path
Gathering the Harvest
Reﬂecting on the Journey
Preparing your pitch

What is it?
A flexible learning journey to develop social innovation
projects that contribute to personal and community
resilience and wellbeing.

Why ?
To address one of the most pressing needs of our time how to marry our love for the planet with our capacity
to make a living.

Who is it for ?
People who are, or would like to be, social innovators or
entrepreneurs. It is for individuals and existing groups or
teams, who wish to develop their passion and ideas, and
acquire the skills, knowledge and networks needed to
set up social enterprises or transform existing
workplaces.

Engaging the Circles
Embracing diversity

Building your team
Learning tools for collaboration

Daring to act

Exploring the Landscape
Positioning your project
in a larger context
Developing a business model

Sharing the Gift

Celebrating with Beauty
Going public and sharing your inspiration
Finding new supporters

Coming Home

Listening to the future
Resting, reﬂecting, integrating
Listening to the whisper of the new

